Lettter from the Chancellor

Dear UMSL Community,

As we begin the new year in 2019, I hope you are all healthy and filled with energy.

Over the past few months, the UMSL community has come together to celebrate the life and legacy of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and the legacy of a better society and community. We are honored to have been able to participate in these events and to have had the opportunity to connect with so many of our friends and neighbors.

I also thank you for your commitment to achieving your personal goals in 2019. I am confident that together we can make a difference in our community and in the world.

Happy New Year!

Sincerely,

[Chancellor's Signature]

Community Events

UPCOMING EVENTS:

1. **January 22, 2019**
   - **Celebrations of Hope and Love**: A day of service at the UMSL Recreation and Wellness Center. Volunteers are needed to help with various activities, including fitness classes, food preparation, and more.
   - **RSVP**: Required
   - **Location**: UMSL Recreation and Wellness Center

2. **January 24-26, 2019**
   - **MADCO 2 “Dare to DANCE”**: A choreographic opportunity for local dancers and performers. The event will be held at the UMSL Touhill Performing Arts Center.
   - **RSVP**: Recommended
   - **Location**: UMSL Touhill Performing Arts Center

3. **January 27, 2019**
   - **Civilization: A Portrait of Self and Roman Sparta**
     - **Spartan Reflections, Sparta’s Time Travel**
     - **Precedes the program**
   - **RSVP**: Optional
   - **Location**: UMSL Center (MSC), Century Memorial Lecture by Prof. [Name]

4. **February 1-3, 2019**
   - **St. Louis Ballet**: Presented by Saint Louis Ballet on the campus of UMSL. This event is free and open to the public.
   - **RSVP**: Optional
   - **Location**: UMSL Touhill Performing Arts Center

5. **February 10-12, 2019**
   - **Unconditional Love, Standing for Truth, Embracing the Dream—MLK 50th Anniversary**
   - **RSVP**: Required
   - **Location**: UMSL Touhill Performing Arts Center

6. **March 1-3, 2019**
   - **Greeks: Crucible of Civilization**
   - **Precedes the program**
   - **RSVP**: Optional
   - **Location**: UMSL Center (MSC), Century Memorial Lecture by Prof. [Name]

7. **April 1-3, 2019**
   - **Greeks: A Portrait of Self and Roman Sparta**
   - **Spartan Reflections, Sparta’s Time Travel**
   - **Precedes the program**
   - **RSVP**: Optional
   - **Location**: UMSL Center (MSC), Century Memorial Lecture by Prof. [Name]

8. **May 1-3, 2019**
   - **Greeks: A Portrait of Self and Roman Sparta**
   - **Spartan Reflections, Sparta’s Time Travel**
   - **Precedes the program**
   - **RSVP**: Optional
   - **Location**: UMSL Center (MSC), Century Memorial Lecture by Prof. [Name]

Questions, Comments or Share a Community Story? Please contact Emily Davidson at davidsoneb@umsl.edu.